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CELEBRATING OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
AND
PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
This report and update plan is submitted to the I-86 Innovation Corridor community. It acknowledges the
accomplishments of the stakeholders during the period 2018-2019, reaffirms the purpose and vision of the
I-86 Innovation Corridor Initiative, discusses the challenges and opportunities moving forward, and sets
forth the strategic priorities for the period of 2020-2022.
While the I-86 stakeholders, Steering Committee, and workgroup leaders do not take credit for the
outcomes identified in this report; the members believe the convening of regional leaders via the I-86
Innovation Corridor has opened channels of communication and cooperation to complete regional tasks.
I-86 Innovation
Corridor Steering
Committee

Three Rivers Development serves as the administrative entity for the I-86 Innovation Corridor and
the I-86 Workforce Initiative. Direct questions to Betsey Hall, President of Three Rivers Development at
607-962-4693. This report was prepared by Susan Payne, Strategic Planning Consultant:
vineyard100.sp@gmail.com.
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Executive Summary

Evolution of the I-86
Innovation Corridor Initiative

For decades the region’s government, economic development, and
business leaders in the three counties of Chemung, Schuyler and
Steuben had recognized that for sustainable economic prosperity
and future growth to occur, the region must work together and
make a tangible commitment to a shared plan for economic and
community development.

In 2014 an unprecedented planning process was undertaken by regional
community and businesses leaders together with seven municipalities
and Chemung and Steuben Counties focused on a geographic area
extending along the newly designated I-86 between the City of Elmira
and the Town of Erwin. Coordinated by Three Rivers Development
Corporation, these stakeholders came together to develop a vision and
framework of new and innovative ways of working together to achieve
success and long-term sustainability in a 21st Century economy.

…a new future is needed for
the region, one that is
focused on collaboration and
innovation

The initiative was driven by recent declines in manufacturing employment, changing demographics,
disruptive technologies, globalization of the economy and other trends that meant a new future was
needed for the region; one that would be focused on collaboration, strategic investment and innovation.
The stakeholders were focused on a shared desire for a strong economic base to:
Shield Against
Fluctuations in
the Economy

Attract and
Grow
Businesses

Expand the Tax
Base, Create
Jobs, and
Improve the
Quality of Life

Create Strong
and Lasting
Collaborations

The action plan (I-86 Plan) adopted in 2015 was based on a shared vision: The I-86 Corridor will be an
innovation area recognized as a destination for business development and distinguished by its concentration
of multi-national anchor companies, advanced infrastructure to support innovation and technology, rich
educational and research resources, specialized skilled workforce and vibrant communities.
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The objective was to develop an action plan that would accelerate
public/private investment, create job opportunities, advance regional
competitiveness, and develop the magnetism necessary to draw and
keep a young, skilled workforce. The final 2015 plan was designed to
exploit the area’s assets and connect and leverage the target region’s
resources, including its key innovation assets. The result was a
cohesive economic development blueprint.
From the beginning, the I-86 Innovation Corridor has continued to be
built on a foundation of four components. At the core is the
Leadership necessary to foster and create the other necessary
underlying ingredients of the initiative. Next is Human Capital, so
essential for business development. The Built Environment and
Vibrant Communities bring together the communities and
infrastructure necessary to attract a talented workforce and grow
businesses. Businesses and Sources of Innovation from which
business growth will occur and new technologies are commercialized.
The original I-86 Innovation Corridor Strategic Action Plan is a
Regional Guidebook of recommended tactics and action steps
required for success. A copy of the plan and annual update reports
can be accessed at the Three Rivers Development Corporation
website: www.3riverscorp.com.
The geographic area of the 2015 corridor originally extended between
the new interchange at Elmira in Chemung County and the recently
completed I-99 highway in Steuben County. Today the I-86 Innovation
Corridor includes all of Chemung, Schuyler and Steuben counties.

Working Together Continues to be an Essential Ingredient

A COHESIVE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT BLUEPRINT
 The I-86 Corridor will
become a center for
business growth and new
business development in
the Southern Tier.

 A strong and diverse
economic base to shield
the region from major
fluctuations in one or
more major industries.
 An expanded tax base,
job creation and
improved quality of life
for the residents.
 A strong and lasting
collaboration among the
stakeholders, who will be
committed to a longterm focus on the
development of the
corridor and be unified in
meeting future
challenges and
embracing opportunities.

▪ Bringing about change by collectively addressing
shared barriers and opportunities.
▪ Maximizing local resources and increase impact by
taking a regional approach.
▪ Bringing taxpayers dollars back to the region to
work for us.
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Much has been accomplished since 2015. One of the most
important outcomes of the I-86 initiative has been the on-going
commitment to regional approaches to economic and community
development challenges and opportunities; particularly workforce
development. The I-86 Innovation Corridor’s leadership and
stakeholders continue to embrace the regional concept and build a
sustainable network to execute the action plan. Below are just a few examples of major projects that have
been led by government and economic development leaders in partnership with the private sector.

Acknowledging
Accomplishments of the
Stakeholders

Human Capital: Workforce development and talent attraction are and will continue to be a priority.
▪

A strategic priority in the I-86 Innovation Corridor Strategic Action Plan adopted in 2015 was to
“accelerate public/private investment, create job opportunities, advance regional competitiveness, and
create the magnetism to draw and keep young, skilled workforce participants.” A comprehensive threecounty planning process was undertaken and resulted in the I-86 Innovation Corridor Integrated
Workforce Development Strategy that was adopted in 2018. It has a four-pronged workforce
development plan including K-12 Pipeline Programs and Structure, Career Awareness, Pos-secondary
Education Pipeline, and Talent Retention and Attraction.

▪

SUNY Corning Community College built a new $7.5M Health and Education Complex at the former
Corning Hospital site in downtown Corning.

▪

Lake Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine (LECOM) has been approved to open an 850-student
medical school on the campus of Elmira College and has plans to build a new medical school facility.

Business Development: Business retention and new business development is a vital component of a
region’s economic development efforts.
▪

Alstom Transit Inc. is building AMTRAK’s next generation high-speed passenger train in Hornell.

▪

FedEx completed an $18 million, 150,000 square foot packaging distribution center at HOST in
Horseheads.

▪

Corning Incorporated invented a new product line, Valor Glass, for the pharmaceutical packaging
marketplace and undertook a $100 million Corning Pharmaceutical Technologies project at its Big Flats
Innovation Support Center.

▪

Family Life acquired the former Harley-Davidson building in the Town of Erwin and plans to move their
corporate headquarters to this facility in 2019 following a $25M investment.

▪

Upstate Niagara Corporation acquired the Kraft-Heinz plant in
Campbell.

▪

Several renewable energy projects are scheduled to be built in
Schuyler and Steuben Counties by major companies such as
NextEra, Invenergy and Innogy.
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Vibrant Communities
▪

The Corning Housing Partnership (CHP) is a collaboration among the City of Corning, Three Rivers
Development, and Arbor Housing and Development. Together with a significant investment from
Corning Enterprises and commitment of developers and individual property owners, the coalition is
actively rebuilding the dated housing stock of the City of Corning.

▪

City of Elmira Empire State Poverty Reduction Initiative (ESPRI): The Elmira ESPRI Task Force is
undertaking an action plan with a goal to break the cycle of economic hardship, increase accessibility to
wrap-around services, enhance social mobility, establish pathways to employment and revitalize
Elmira’s target neighborhoods.

▪

City of Elmira and Village of Watkins Glen Downtown Revitalizations: The City of Elmira and Village of
Watkins Glen each are recipients of a $10 million New York State Downtown Revitalization Initiative
(DRI) award. Several projects are serving as catalysts in both communities including downtown street
reconstruction and streetscape improvements, infill mixed use development projects, waterfront
revitalization and rehabilitation of downtown buildings.

▪

The new Guthrie Corning Hospital was built in the Town of Corning.

▪

The Artspace Study project recommended development of live/work and creative workspaces. A
project is in the works for such a space in Corning.

Built Environment/Infrastructure
▪

Connectivity: Expansion of the Southern Tier Network (STN) backbone and fiber continues to bring
higher connectivity speeds to the region. In addition, the City of Corning, Town of Big Flats and Village
of Horseheads have worked closely with Empire Access to development extensions from the backbone
to small business corridors and residential neighborhoods in their communities.

▪

Airport Development: The Elmira/Corning Airport is the busiest airport in the Southern Tier, and its.
importance as an anchor in the I-86 Innovation Corridor Plan served as a major factor in winning a
major grant from New York State. The $61.5M upgrade and expansion was completed in 2018.

▪

Numerous sewer and wastewater treatment facility upgrades are planned or underway in
communities such as City of Corning, Towns of Erwin and Southport, and the Villages of Addison, Bath,
Hammondsport, Hector, Montour Falls, Odessa, South Corning and Watkins Glen.
▪

Project Seneca Redevelopment Project (Phase II) is
proceeding in preparation for the Watkins Glen
waterfront development upon relocation of the wastewater
treatment facility.
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Vision and Foundation of the
I-86 Innovation Corridor
Initiative: 2020 - 2022

Economic development today is market driven and has a
regional perspective. One of the most important outcomes of
the I-86 Innovation Corridor Initiative has been the on-going
commitment to regional approaches to economic and
community development challenges and opportunities.

The leadership and stakeholders continue to embrace the regional concept and after careful consideration
of the challenges and opportunities in the future it is agreed that maintaining a focus on the original vision
adopted in 2015 will continue to drive strategic priorities for the period 2020-2022.
The I-86 Corridor will be an innovation area recognized as a destination for business development and distinguished
by its concentration of multi-national anchor companies, advanced infrastructure to support innovation and
technology, rich educational and research resources, specialized skilled workforce and vibrant communities.

The stakeholders also agree to maintain a focus on
elements critical to the success of the initiative.

Business
Development

Built
Environment

Workforce
Vibrant
Communities

Strong Leadership

Workforce

Built Environment

Vibrant Communities

Business Development

Strong leadership dedicated to the vision of the I-86 Innovation Corridor.

A qualified and talented workforce.
A strong built environment with basic physical and technology
infrastructure.
Vibrant community infrastructures and cultures that are essential to
attracting and retaining a highly skilled and diverse workforce.
Entrepreneurs often seizing on the knowledge being developed in anchor
businesses/institutions.
Larger companies that help entrepreneurs and small business development
and move to scale.
Clusters of companies that demonstrate the density of community and
networks are linked to successful growth, innovation and commercialization
of technology.
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I-86 Innovation Corridor
2020 - 2022 Strategic Priorities
HUMAN CAPITAL
▪

K-12 Pipeline

▪

Post-secondary Education Pipeline

▪

Career Awareness

▪

Talent Retention and Attraction

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
▪

Technology infrastructure for Smart
City applications

▪

Broadband and fiber

▪

Basic infrastructure including water,
sewer and roads

▪

Site develop to support businesses
and housing

▪

Road, culvert and bridge upgrades

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
▪

Reposition/develop commercial and
industrial sites

▪

Growth opportunities in existing
sectors:
▪ Advanced manufacturing
▪ Agriculture and food processing
▪ Fermentation
▪ Healthcare services & education
(i.e., LECOM)
▪ Hospitality and tourism industry
▪ Wood products

▪

Opportunities in emerging sectors:
Industrial Hemp, Renewable Energy and
Battery Technology

VIBRANT COMMUNITIES
▪

Target Opportunity Zone areas for
revitalization

▪

Provide for desirable and
affordable housing through both
revitalization and new construction

▪

Repurpose legacy buildings and
reposition large vacant commercial
and retail space

▪

Revitalize community cores

▪

Provide for quality healthcare

▪

Enhance recreation and
entertainment
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Section 1.
Opportunity to Reflect, Acknowledge and Celebrate

Recognizing Leadership
The cornerstone of the I-86 Innovation Corridor Initiative is leadership. Without visionary, innovative,
committed and collaborative leaders few of the action steps discussed in the plan could be carried out.
While the I-86 Innovation Corridor stakeholders, steering committee, and workgroup leaders do not take
credit for the outcomes identified in this report; the members believe the convening of regional leaders via
the I-86 Innovation Corridor has opened essential channels of communication and cooperation to complete
regional tasks. The Corridor has benefited from a group of dedicated and visionary leaders.
This report also acknowledges the support received from Three Rivers Development Corporation, which
serves as home to both the administration of the I-86 Innovation Corridor administration and the
Workforce Development Initiative.

I-86 Innovation Corridor
Steering Committee
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Pursuing the Vision

Vision
The I-86 Innovation Corridor will be an innovation
area recognized as a destination for business
development and distinguished by its concentration
of multi-national anchor companies, advanced
infrastructure to support innovation and technology,
rich educational and research resources, specialized
skilled workforce and vibrant communities.

✓ Workforce Development
✓ Built Environment
✓ Vibrant Communities
✓ Business Development
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Acknowledging Accomplishments:
2018-2019
This section of the report provides highlights of these accomplishments and examples of the many
initiatives underway.
Much was accomplished in 2018
and many more projects are
underway in 2019 in the pursuit
of economic diversity and
regionalism

Environment to
Attract Talent

Economic
Diversity

Talented and
Well-trained
Workforce Today and
Tomorrow

Regionalism

Commitment to
Innovation and
Infusion of
Technology

Change can be seen throughout the three-county region from investments during 2018-2019 ranging from
infrastructure improvements in numerous municipalities to workforce development and business growth.
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Workforce Development
Highlights of Accomplishments and Initiatives
Underway
A strategic priority in the I-86 Innovation Corridor Strategic Action
Plan adopted in 2015 was to “accelerate public/private
investment, create job opportunities, advance regional
competitiveness, and create the magnetism to draw and keep
young, skilled workforce participants.” It was recognized that
while the Corridor’s population and labor force continue to age
and contract, industries such as tourism and advanced
manufacturing are making major investments in the area while
simultaneously there was continued demand in sectors such as
healthcare.
Community leaders of Chemung, Schuyler and Steuben Counties
agreed that a three-county coordinated and0 aligned approach to
regional workforce and economic development would be essential
to ensure the I-86 Innovation Corridor’s economic future. This
agreement led to the three counties committing to financial
support for both the strategic planning process and subsequent
hiring of a workforce director.
In 2018, The Council for Adult and Experiential Learning (CAEL) and
its partner Avalanche Consulting were engaged to assist the I-86
Innovation Corridor Workforce Work Group to develop a strategy
and action plan.
The I-86 Innovation Corridor Integrated Workforce Development
Strategy identified the Supply-side and Demand-side conditions of
the local workforce to support the creation of a coordinated
regional talent strategy and targeted, high-impact, game-changing
programs in workforce development.
An implementation step was hiring the I-86 Innovation Corridor
Workforce Director, Mr. Fred Arcuri, in early 2019.

COLLABORATING TO DRIVE THE
WORKFORCE INITIATIVE
Workforce Work Group
Jamie Johnson, Co-chair
Steuben County Industrial
Development Agency
Chris Sharkey, Co-chair
Corning Enterprises
Kate Douglas, SUNY Corning
Community College
James Frame, GST BOCES
Betsey Hale, Three Rivers
Development Foundation
Judy McKinney-Cherry, SCOPED and
Schuyler County Industrial
Development Agency
Joe Roman, STEG and Chemung
County Industrial Development
Agency
Dan Porter, Chemung, Schuyler,
Steuben Workforce New York
Jack Wheeler, Chemung, Schuyler,
Steuben Workforce New York Board
of Directors
Fred Arcuri, I-86 Workforce Director

Financial Support
Chemung, Schuyler and Steuben
County Governments
Village of Horseheads
Towns of Big Flats, Erwin and
Horseheads
Southern Tier Economic Growth and
Chemung County Industrial
Development Agency
SCOPED and Schuyler County
Industrial Development Agency
Steuben County Industrial
Development Agency
Three Rivers Development
Foundation
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The I-86 Innovation Corridor Integrated Workforce Development Strategy is a
four-pronged workforce development plan with five strategic goals.

Integrated Workforce Development Strategic Goals
Goal 1: Workforce and economic development stakeholder engagement and efforts in the I-86 Innovation
Corridor are results-oriented, consistent, aligned, and coordinated by a central entity.
(Focused on Capacity, Collaboration, Communication, and Content)
Goal 2: I-86 Innovation Corridor and the Southern Tier region of New York are recognized as an attractive
community to live, work, start and grow a business, and learn.
(Focused on Talent Retention and Talent Attraction)
Goal 3: K-12 students in all school districts are aware of and have access to high-quality education aligned
with current and future economic growth opportunities in the I-86 Innovation Corridor.
(Focused on the K-12 Pipeline, Programs, and Structure)
Goal 4: Post-secondary education institutions and training programs are developed, enhanced, and
modified to better align with economic needs and future innovations of the region.
(Focused on Post-Secondary Education Pipeline, Programs, and Structure)
Goal 5: The I-86 Innovation Corridor offers clearly articulated, comprehensive regional career pathways
and related training across key industries that are promoted and available to the full spectrum of residents.
(Focused on Career Awareness, Engagement of Students, Maximizing Labor Force Participation, and
Upskilling)
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Workforce Development
Tactics and Accomplishments: 2018-2019
•

Tactic: Strengthen coordination between workforce development and economic
development efforts.

•

Tactic: Proactively connect students to Corridor career pathways and support, and
supplement programs that prepare them for success in those careers.

•

Tactic: Mitigate skill deficiencies in the adult workforce pool and support entrepreneurial
skill development.

▪

The City of Elmira’s Empire State Poverty Reduction Initiative (ESPRI) action plan is being
implemented.

▪

SUNY Corning Community College Health and Education Complex, a 21,000 sq. ft. facility, was
constructed in downtown Corning.

▪

SUNY Corning Community College is investing in major upgrades to its building on the main campus
as part of its STEAM Innovation Center Initiative.

▪

A Continuous Learning Initiative is underway in Schuyler County.

▪

GST BOCES is expanding with a new location in downtown Elmira.
▪ Lake Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine (LECOM) is opening a
480-student medical school on the campus of Elmira College and has plans to
construct a new medical school facility.
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Built Environment
Tactics and Accomplishments: 2018-2019
▪

Tactic: Transportation network improvements.

▪

Tactic: Utility-related infrastructure improvements.

▪

Tactic: Development of key sites.

▪

Tactic: Basic infrastructure improvements.

▪ Elmira-Corning Regional Airport’s $61.5M upgrade and
expansion was completed.

▪

Southern Tier Network (STN) backbone was expanded, resulting in higher connectivity speeds to
small business corridors and neighborhoods.

▪

Town of Big Flats and Village of Horseheads worked with Empire Access to expand broadband.

▪

$20M was granted to construct the Host Business Park Connector Road
in the Village of Horseheads.

▪

Numerous sewer and wastewater treatment facility upgrades are planned or underway in
communities such as City of Corning, Towns of Erwin and Southport, and the Villages of Addison, Bath,
Hammondsport, Hector, Montour Falls, Odessa, South Corning and Watkins Glen.
▪

Project Seneca Redevelopment Project (Phase II) is
proceeding in preparation for the Watkins Glen
waterfront development upon relocation of the wastewater
treatment facility.
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Vibrant Communities
Tactics and Accomplishments: 2018-2019
•

Tactic: Create strong community centers

•

Tactic: Establish a diversity of housing options

•

Tactic: Connect people and places

•

Tactic: Embrace and support the need for non-profits and philanthropy

▪

The I-86 Innovation Corridor Housing Study was completed.

▪

Steuben County and Chemung County established land banks.

▪

The City of Elmira developed a strategic action
plan under the Empire State Poverty Reduction
Initiative (ESPRI). Business development, safeneighborhood and housing strategies were
developed.

▪

The City of Elmira received a $10M NYS
Downtown Revitalization Initiative (DRI) award.
A major redevelopment project at 100 W. Water
Street resulted in 51 market rate apartments with
100% occupancy.

▪

The Village of Watkins Glen was selected as recipient of winner of a $10M NYS Downtown
Revitalization Initiative award. The area selected for revitalization is a walkable, compact area
connecting the downtown and a transitional business and residential areas. Watkins Glen’s
downtown benefits from local amenities such as the Seneca Lake waterfront, wine trails, arts scene,
state park, and Watkins Glen International.

▪

Community Foundation of Elmira-Corning and the Finger Lakes completed the Quality of Life Study.
▪
City of Corning adopted an Economic Development
Strategy and a Comprehensive Housing Revitalization
Strategy that led to formation of the Corning Housing
Partnership. Financial support for this initiative comes
from Corning Enterprises and City of Corning.
▪
$15.2M is being invested in the first of two mixeduse buildings to be constructed on the former Corning
Hospital site in downtown Corning.
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Business Development
Tactics and Accomplishments: 2018-2019
▪

Tactic: Support commercialization and transfer of technology.

▪

Tactic: Strengthen the existing businesses and grow the relevant supply chains.

▪

Tactic: Leverage regional assets for new business development; i.e., renewable energy.

▪

Tactic: Strengthen and expand the entrepreneurial support system.

▪ Tourism Growth: New hotels in Urbana and Corning, Watkins Glen
International upgrades and expansion of wineries and breweries such as Lucky
Hare in Schuyler County.
▪ An ultra-premium beverage production and distribution facility was built
in Schuyler County.
▪ The former Southern Tier Pediatrics (previously Chase Pitkins) property in
Big Flats was acquired by Guthrie Health and repurposed for use as medical
offices.
▪

Wayfair opened its in-bound call center in the former Corning Shared Services Building in Big Flats.

▪

Upstate Niagara Cooperative, Inc. acquired the former Kraft-Heinz plant in Campbell and is investing
$10M in upgrades.

▪

Corning Incorporated invented a new product line, Valor Glass, for the
pharmaceutical packaging marketplace and undertook a $100 million
Corning Pharmaceutical Technologies project at its Big Flats Innovation
Support Center.

▪

DeMet’s completed a 100,000 sq. ft. expansion in the Town of Big Flats.

▪

FedEx invested $18M in a packaging distribution center at HOST in Horseheads.

▪

CemeCon Inc. created a national headquarters in Horseheads.

▪

Alstom Transportation Inc. is building the next generation high-speed passenger train in the City of
Hornell.

▪

CAF USA is building cars in the Village of Elmira Heights for Boston’s Green Line.
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Business Development
Projects Underway: 2019
▪

Family Life Network purchased the former Harley-Davidson building and is investing $20M
to move the corporate headquarters and radio network to the Town of Erwin.

▪

Businesses such as Manufacturing and Automation Systems, Automated Cells and Equipment,
and Strobels Supply are expanding throughout Steuben County.

▪

Companies such as TTA Systems in Steuben County are growing to support the advanced
transit manufacturing sector.

▪

Corelle Brands is investing $50M in its “Factory of the Future” in Steuben County.

▪

Hardinge, Inc. in the City of Elmira will optimize operations with investments in the
state-of-the-art heat treatment equipment and new designed manufacturing cells.

▪

The Association for the Blind and Visually Impaired will be developing retail sites at the
Elmira-Corning Regional Airport and the Elmira Transportation Center.

▪

First Heritage Federal Credit Union is constructing a new corporate headquarters in the City of
Corning.

▪

Schuyler Hospital in Montour Falls is undertaking a $10M upgrade.

▪ The newly constructed Guthrie Corning Hospital
Medical Center in the Town of Corning opened in
June 2019.

▪

St. James Mercy Hospital is building a new
facility in Hornell.
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Renewable Energy Projects
Creating an Environment for Business Development

Multiple small-scale solar projects are being built throughout
Chemung, Schuyler and Steuben Counties.

For example:
▪

NextEra Energy Resources will build the Watkins Glen
Solar Energy Center, a 50-megawatt solar facility in
Schuyler County. The project is expected to position
Schuyler County as a leader in renewable energy and
help New York State meet its renewable energy goals.

▪

Several renewable energy projects are scheduled to be built in Steuben County during 2019-2020.
If completed to full capacity, these projects will result in the generation of 633.8 MW of new
generation and total nearly $1 billion in new investment. Examples include:
✓ Next Era (Eight Point Wind) will start
construction in 2019 in the Towns of West
Union and Greenwood.
✓ Invenergy will build a 290-megawatt wind
farm, Canisteo Wind, and 20 megawatts of
energy storage in the towns of Cameron,
Canisteo, Greenwood, Jasper, Troupsburg
and West Union.
✓ Innogy will build a 242-megawatt project in the towns of Wayland, Cohocton, Dansville and
Fremont.
✓ The Cohocton Wind Project, another major green power generating station, is a 50-turbine
industrial wind development project located north of Cohocton.
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Section 2. Vision and Strategic Priorities: 2020 – 2022

Stay the Course and Focus on our Vision

Align with New York State Priorities
It’s critical to align initiatives with New York State priorities in order to be competitive in securing State
funding to leverage public and private investment in the I-86 Innovation Corridor.
Placemaking – The notion that where investment occurs matters. In order to attract a talented
workforce, our built environment must emphasize creating accessible job centers, sustainable
infrastructure, and livable communities.
Workforce – The belief that people drive the economy. Targeted job training and
education ensures that jobs in high-paying, in-demand, tradeable sectors are filled in an
equitable way.
Tradable Sectors – The industries New York State is targeting to increase export-based
employment opportunities. They are the industry sectors that are part of a global market like
manufacturing, agricultural products and energy.
Innovation – The strategy of investing in and creating synergies between research and
commercialization to drive the economy forward.
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Advance the Southern Tier Regional
Economic Development Priorities

The I-86 Innovation Corridor supports and advances the economic development priorities set forth
by the Southern Tier Regional Economic Development Council.

Develop workforce development strategies; with a focus on Veteran participation in the
workforce

Identify projects for the State Life Sciences Cluster; i.e., new business development projects,
and academic programs for workforce pipeline
Support downtown revitalization plans and identify downtown projects
Advance the Regional Business Incubators
Implement strategies and regional economic cluster plans
Advance the Regional Opportunity Agenda
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Workforce Development:
2020-2022 Priorities

Workforce Development
Priorities: 2020-2022
▪

K-12 Pipeline

▪

Post-secondary Education Pipeline

▪

Career Awareness

▪

Talent Retention and Attraction in
Coordination with Employers

Manufacturing and Logistics
A continuing workforce challenge in the Corridor will
be in Manufacturing (Manufacturing and Food
Processing Production Workers and the Transportation
and Materials Handling sector where innovation and
application of new technologies will change traditional
jobs and require new skills. Employers will be faced
with investing more in reskilling and training
employees. There will be a continuing need to
continuously recharge the skills pipeline and attract
high-level talent and STEM workers.
Healthcare

The I-86 Innovation Corridor is at a pivotal point in its
growth trajectory; numerous employers have
indicated confidence in their long-term growth—
many of whom are hiring right now. While job
postings consist of a lot of employee turnover
(switching jobs and/or employers), the data points to
a strong reversal of negative job growth in the
Corridor.

Healthcare is expected to remain one of the
largest industry sectors in terms of employment
including hospitals, residential care facilities, and
ambulatory care services. Together, they currently
support 10,700 jobs and the forecast calls for an
annual demand to fill 950 positions. This job count
will require a focus on educating a qualified
workforce and need to fill positions vacated as a
result of retirements.
Hospitality and Tourism
The I-86 Innovation Corridor attracts more tourists
every year. From the Corning Museum of Glass, which
enjoys an estimated 480,000 visits a year, to the
Clemens Center in Chemung County, Watkins Glen
International in Schuyler County and the many natural
attractions, wineries, breweries and distilleries
throughout the region. This sector depends on
employees with strong interpersonal skills and who
also are well-informed about the Finger Lakes Wine
Country region.

Big data, high technology maintenance and efficiency
systems and production support will decrease the
demand for traditional low- and mid-level employees.
Demand for workers will extend from entry-level
positions and middle-skill jobs to advanced STEM
professions; and therefore, increased student
graduation rates at all levels need to be increased to fill the workforce pipeline.

A focus on strengthening the K-12 and post-secondary pipelines, career awareness among those in the
education pipeline and younger workers to talent retention will be important to filling vacant positions.
The corridor also must attract and retain population and provide for an enhanced quality of life such as
housing. There is an opportunity to take advantages of other initiatives such as the Community
Foundation’s Elmira-Corning and Finger Lakes Quality of Life Study and the new Finger Lakes Wine Country
promotion and communication program to be launched in 2020.
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Built Environment: 2020-2022 Priorities

Built Environment Priorities: 2020-2022
▪

Technology infrastructure for Smart City applications

▪

Broadband and fiber

▪

Basic infrastructure upgrades including water and sewer

▪

Site develop to support businesses and new housing

▪

Road, culvert and bridge upgrades

It is important for I-86 Innovation Corridor communities to strengthen their cores, while also upgrading
basic infrastructure including water and sewer, as well a broadband and fiber. Chemung, Schuyler and
Steuben Counties are working collectively with guidance from Corning Incorporated to develop a model for
development of a regional rural wifi initiative.
The I-86 Innovation Corridor communities also are at the intersection of change and it will be essential for
them to become more innovative and adopt plans for renewable energy, together with enhancing basic and
technology infrastructure and addressing other factors that encourage businesses and talent to locate in
the corridor.
And as communities look to the future, they will need to begin anticipating the impact of technology such
as the expected increase in the number of electric vehicles and self-driving cars and trucks will require
changes in basic infrastructure needed to accommodate changes in modes of transportation.
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Vibrant Communities: 2020-2022 Priorities
It will be important for the Corridor to be a well-recognized and highly desirable place
to visit, live and grow a business; and communities in the I-86 Innovation Corridor will
play a critical role in attracting and retaining both businesses and a talented workforce. Efforts will need to
be made to proactively link the small communities to the regional economy, labor market, and education
and training resources located throughout the region. The national trend in zero-commute workplaces also
presents an opportunity for small rural communities such as those in the I-86 Innovation Corridor. In
addition, as many communities seek government funding for revitalization and development initiatives it is
anticipated they will be required to develop plans and implement projects in compliance with the
applicable State and Federal laws, policies and guidelines such as Green, Clean and Smart Cities.

Vibrant Communities Priorities: 2020-2022
▪

Target Opportunity Zone areas for revitalization.

▪

Support projects being undertaken by
municipalities that are consistent with Green, Clean
and Smart Cities standards and objectives.

▪

Provide for desirable and affordable housing
through both revitalization and new construction.

▪

Repurpose legacy buildings and reposition large
vacant commercial and retail space.

▪

Revitalize community cores.

▪

Provide for quality healthcare.

The Situation Analysis contained in
Appendix A informs us that the Corridor’s
population continues to age while
simultaneously experiencing out-migration.
The Corridor is projected to lose 15,000 in
population by 2025.
The fastest growing segment will be among
the 65+ age group, with the steepest
decline in the 25-54 cohort. It will be
necessary to address the needs of a
growing older population, while creating
the magnetism to maintain and attract
residents 25 – 54 to backfill the predicted
deficit in younger population, if a vibrant
workforce is to be maintained.

At the same time, the region continues to
experience poverty and has pockets that
exceed national and state levels. The Community Foundation’s Quality of Life Survey results point to
poverty as the second most frequently cited issue facing the Elmira-Corning and Finger Lakes region. While
poverty isn’t an especially acute problem regionally, it is a crisis in specific neighborhoods. Further details
are provided in Appendix A.
Enhance recreation and entertainment.

Several target areas in the Corridor have been identified as Opportunity Zones that can take advantage of
new revitalization investment programs and present the opportunity to repurpose legacy buildings, develop
vacant commercial sites and revitalize community cores.
Housing continues to be a critical factor for both resident retention and recruitment of new talent to the
area. Property values have continued to increase, and the homeownership rates are high in comparison to
the nation and NYS. However, there continues to be a void in the available stock of quality single-family
housing in the $90,000 - $125,000 range and the $150,000 - $250,000 range, which is putting more
pressure on the need for revitalization of the existing housing stock and new construction. Housing also
will be a key element for communities responding to both a growing elderly population and challenges that
are likely to impede the economic purchasing power of Millennials such as the purchase of homes.
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Business Development: 2020-2022 Priorities

Business Development Priorities: 2020-2022
▪

Reposition/develop commercial and industrial sites

▪

Growth opportunities in existing sectors:
o Advanced manufacturing
o Agriculture and food processing
o Fermentation
o Healthcare services & education (i.e. LECOM)
o Hospitality and tourism industry
o Wood products

▪

Opportunities in emerging sectors including Industrial
Hemp, Renewable Energy and Battery Technology

Several global and national trends could influence the future of the I-86 Innovation Corridor:
▪ Companies will be selling to a consumer base with reduced disposable income.
▪ Demand for data center capacity continues to fuel the development of large hyperscale enterprise and
colocation data center facilities.
▪ Amazon’s acquisition of Whole Foods and Walmart’s alliance with Google likely will result in an increase
in distribution centers, data centers and call centers.
▪ Modular manufacturing plants will be smaller in size and localized near consumers to improve speed to
market and customization capabilities. The Advanced Materials market is predicted to grow, including a
wide spectrum of chemicals and materials like high-strength metals and ceramics
▪ Increasing focus on cyber security will become essential.
▪ Data collection using analytics will drive decision-making; particularly in healthcare.
▪ The Artificial Intelligence (AI) market is predicted to grow 55% to $72B by 2021.
▪ Advanced Robotics spending is predicted to grow with manufacturing, resource industries, consumer,
and healthcare being the largest segments.
▪ The impact of advanced analytics is expected to grow, particularly in manufacturing.
▪ Investment in the Internet of Things (IoT) solutions is predicted to grow to $1.521B by 2021. The fastest
growing segments include insurance, consumer, healthcare, and retail. IoT also is revolutionizing many
aspects of manufacturing operations.
▪ The High-Performance Computing (HPC) market is projected to grow to $40B by 2021.
▪ The biotechnology market is predicted to grow in medical products, healthcare, food & agriculture, and
environmental & industrial manufacturing.
▪ The Advanced Materials market is predicted to grow, including a wide spectrum of chemicals and
materials like high-strength metals and ceramics
▪ The digital design, simulation, and integration (DDSI) market are predicted to grow to $45B by 2021.
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At the same time, the I-86 Innovation Corridor recognizes
that businesses face barriers, and when possible, it will be
important to work hard to assist businesses to overcome
these obstacles.
U.S. manufacturing is projected to increase faster than the
general economy; but the sector has changed, bringing
new opportunities and challenges. The I-86 Innovation
Corridor is distinguished by its concentration of multinational anchor companies and strength in advanced
manufacturing with firms such as Hilliard Corporation.

The corridor also has a strength in advanced transportation, with a location quotient of 2.48. Corporate
leaders in this cluster such as Corning Incorporated, Alstom and CAF USA bring global attention to the
region. Building on this strong foundation of business clusters, the I-86 Innovation Corridor has an
opportunity to infuse technology into sectors such as ceramics, transportation and logistics, and
manufacturing processes.
There will be continued efforts to grow existing businesses and related supply chains in dominant
clusters. An example is wood products, which is the largest business sector in Schuyler County and
produces a diverse range of wood products. This sector is the construction sector’s largest source of
demand, so operators have benefited from growth in housing starts and consumer goods. There also
will be a focus on select areas such as fermentation to support the growth of the wine, brewery and
spirits industry.
In addition, there are drivers at the national and state levels that provide an opportunity for business
development in the I-86 Innovation Corridor.
Agriculture: Hemp Gov Cuomo seeks to establish NYS as a national leader in industrial hemp
research, production and processing. The region has agricultural land and sites to support the
burgeoning industry, and nearby Cornell University has established a center to advance hemp research.
NYS also has allocate $5M for the Industrial Hemp Processing Grant Fund for machinery and equipment
required to process industrial hemp.
Renewable Energy: Renewable Energy is the 4th most adopted disruptive technology in the world and
is expected to be mainstreamed within 10 years. Renewable Energy is outpacing Energy Storage
adoption. Several energy storage projects are planned or underway, and several more are in the
planning stages. The I-86 Innovation Corridor is poised to be a leader in New York State.
Next Generation Battery Technology: The application of new battery technology in the energy
storage sector and the manufacture of products ranging from automobiles to consumer products is
evolving rapidly and is expected to be the next major industrial wave. There is the potential for new
businesses involved in the application of battery technology, meet demand for qualified supply chain
businesses for ranging from sourcing battery packs to systems integration to recycling, fill gaps in
demand for time-to-market supply for new mobile and stationary applications, as well as, secondary
market requiring routine battery replacement in high demand segments, and an increase
commercialization of technology.
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Appendix A. Situation Analysis: Economic Indicators
National, State and Regional Socio-economic Trends
Population and Migration Trends
The U.S. population is 328,900,709 based on the latest United Nations estimates. 83.9 % of the U.S.
population is urban (276,062,331 people in 2019). The median age is 37.8 years. The growth of the U.S.
population age 65 and older exceeds that of the total population and the population under age 65.
The U.S. population continues to grow, driven by a high level of immigration. The latest data from the
Census Bureau shows that U.S. population growth is running at between 0.7% and 0.9% per year. By 2050,
it is estimated that the U.S. population will surpass 398 million citizens.
By 2025 the number of foreign-born individuals living in the U.S. will have reached 15% of the total
population, the highest in history, and Millennials will comprise 26.2% of the population and 43.8% of the
workforce. Several challenges are likely to impede the economic purchasing power of Millennials and
contribute to a 5% projected decrease in household income over the next 10 years. Examples of these
challenges include a late job start impacting their debt burdens, reduced buying power and lower lifetime
earnings, as well as, increasing demands to support a growing elderly population.
New York State is the fourth largest state with a population of 19.88 million. Although New York state
gained 164,085 residents, a growth of 0.8%, the state had a net loss of more than 190,000 residents to
other states in 2018. The grow is attributed to foreign immigration. This is compared to the U.S. national
growth of 6.0%. Population losses, which have previously been concentrated in upstate, are now spreading
to the five boroughs, Long Island and the Lower Hudson Valley. The top five states that New York migrants
head to are Florida, New Jersey, California, Pennsylvania and North Carolina.
The counties of Chemung, Schuyler and Steuben Counties are expected to continue to age and lose
population totaling approximately 15,000 by 2025. The fastest growing segment will be among the 65+ age
group; that is +26.7% or a gain of ~8,000 individuals, while those under 65 is expected to shrink,
compounding the support burden and decreasing the disposable income of the working population. The
steepest decline is forecasted to be in the 25-54 cohort, i.e., those working and raising families. This
represents -13.1% or a loss of some 9,700 individuals.
The I-86 region has experienced a declining population during the past 18 years resulting primarily from
out-migration and an aging population. In 2001 the total population was 208,796 with a net migration of
424. By 2017, the population had dropped to 199,838 resulting from a continuous out-migration over a 15year period. In total during the last 10 years, over 8,500 people have left the three-county region (on a net
basis) for other parts of the U.S. The Corridor attracted nearly 1,500 people from foreign countries. Natural
increases (births minus deaths) contributed 1,600 new people over the past 10 years, but natural growth
has been in decline and has a negligible impact today.
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Economic and Social Indicators
Economic Strength Indicator: Rankings Against Comparative Communities
Each year POLICOM Corporation undertakes a ranking of Micro Statistical Areas (MicroSA) and
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA). In 2019, there are 551 MicroSA’s and 383 MSA’s. POLICOM defines
the Economic Strength as the long-term tendency for an area to consistently grow in both size and quality.
The top three MSA’s in the country are ranked as Nashville (ranked #1), Seattle (#2) and Austin. The highest
ranked areas have had rapid, consistent growth in both size and quality for an extended period.
Corning is a MicroSA and its ranking
has fluctuated over the past five years,
although has regained a higher ranking
in 2019. The lack of a large academic
institution, loss of population and
fluctuating unemployment rates are
the major contributing factors to the
rankings for both Corning and Elmira.

2019
Ranking

2018
Ranking

2017
Ranking

2016
Ranking

2015
Ranking

Corning
(MicroSA)
Out of 551

#290

#316

#236

#169

#167

Elmira
(MSA)
Out of 383

#341

#312

#206

#248

#281

Source: (#3) POLICOM. Micropolitan Economic Strength Rankings. 2019

Economic Strength Indicator: Home Ownership and Housing Values
Median Property
Value

Increase in
Property Value

Homeownership
Rate

U.S.

$217,600

+6.15%

63.9%

New York State

$314,500

+4.0%

53.8%

Chemung County

$105,500

+3.63%

68.1%

Schuyler County

$114,700

+3.05%

76.4%

Steuben County

$95,300

+1.06%

71.8%

Economic Strength Indicator: Median Household and Per Capita Income
Income per capita is a measure of the income earned per person in an area. It estimates the earning power
of an individual. It's also used to describe the standard of living in a city, state, or country. In 2018, the
national per capita personal income was $53,712.
In aggregate, Chemung, Schuyler and Steuben Counties lag behind NYS on key income indicators, masking
target localities where estimated incomes compare more favorably, such as the Corridor communities of
Corning, Big Flats and Erwin. The detailed median household income and personal per capita income are
included in Appendix B.
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Economic Strength Indicator: Poverty
The U.S. poverty rate in 2017 was 12.3%, down 0.4% from 12.7% in 2016.1 This is the third consecutive
annual decline. Since 2014, the poverty rate has fallen 2.5%, from 14.8% to 12.3%. People with at least a
bachelor’s degree had the lowest poverty rates in 2017.2
In New York State, the percentage of families living below the poverty level was 11.7% in 2017. This is
compared to Chemung County at 12.6%, Schuyler County at 15.3% and Steuben County at 10.8%. Within
the I-86 Corridor, families living below the poverty line are concentrated in the population centers rather
than the towns, where poverty rates are significantly lower. Rates are higher within the cohort of families
with children. Only the Cities of Corning and, particularly, Elmira exceeds the estimated NYS poverty rate
for families, while town rates are significantly lower.

Economic Strength Indicator: Employment
Employment and wages are among key indicators of a region’s economy and strength of the various
industry clusters. Fluctuations in the number of jobs shed light on the health of an industry. A growing
employment base creates more opportunities for regional residents and helps a region grow its population.
According to the New York State Department of Labor, the unemployment rate across the state was 3.6% in
April 2019, as compared to 4.0% during the same time in the previous year. The most recent report
indicates that the unemployment rate in the Southern Tier region is 3.9%. as compared to 4.7% in April
2018. The unemployment rates in the I-86 Corridor have continued to decline over the past three years. As
of April 2019, the unemployment rate was 3.8% in Chemung County, 4.4% in Schuyler and 4.2% in Steuben
County.3 Across the Southern Tier, employment has grown by 1.1% over the past two years with 294,870 in
2016 to 298,210 in 2018.4 The New York State Department of Labor projects a growth in employment in
the Southern Tier Region during the 10-year period of 2014-2024, with a 7.4% increase in all industries and
a 6.1% increase in self-employed persons.5

1

U.S. Census Bureau. The 2013-2017 American Community Survey Five Year Estimates.

2

U.S. Census Bureau Releases Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates. December 2017.
New York State, Labor Market Regions, Metropolitan Areas,
Counties, and Municipalities of at Least 25,000 Population
4
New York State Department of Labor. Short-Term Occupational Employment Projections, 2016-2018. Southern Tier.
5
New York State Department of Labor. Long-Term Industry Employment Projections, 2014-2024. Southern Tier.
3
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The I-86 Corridor’s 3-county region has a
high concentration of private sector
employment at 76%. Note that State
Government, includes academic institutions
such as SUNY Corning Community College.
According to the I-86 Integrated Workforce
Strategy, the Warehousing & Storage
employment shows healthy growth of 35%
over the next 10 years. In addition, the
number of jobs in Computer Systems
(which includes Software & IT firms) shows a projected growth of 25% over the next 10 years.

Economic Strength Indicator: Location Quotient and Wages
Based on location quotients, the
sectors with the largest impact in
the region are Transportation
Manufacturing, Government and
Healthcare. 6 In particular, the
Transportation Manufacturing
sector with major employers such
as Alstom and CAF USA also has a
large supply chain. The average
annual wage for this sector is
more than $75,000. Although it
has slightly less than an LQ of 1.0,
the Professional, Scientific and
Technical sector includes major
employers such as Corning
Incorporated and has a significant
number of employees of nearly
4,800 at an average annual wage
of nearly $113,000.
Although employment is down slightly, wages are up
2.2% with an average annual wage of $50,359.

6

Location quotient is a measurement of concentration in comparison to the nation. An LQ of 1.00 indicates a region
has the same concentration of an industry (or occupation) as the nation. An LQ of 2.00 would mean the region has
twice the expected employment compared to the nation and an LQ of 0.50 would mean the region has half the
expected employment in comparison to the nation.
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Long-term Industry Employment Projections: 2016 - 2026
Long-Term Industry Employment Projections, 2016-2026

Southern Tier
NAICS
Code

Industry Title

000000

Total All Industries

00601

Self Employed Workers, All Jobs

Employment
2016

Net
Change

2026

Percent
Change

307,570

328,390

20,820

6.8%

15,680

17,150

1,470

9.4%

11
111

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
Crop Production

2,170
520

2,340
560

170
40

7.8%
7.7%

112
115

Animal Production
Support Activities for Agriculture and Forestry

1,060
360

1,150
410

90
50

8.5%
13.9%

21
211

Mining
Oil and Gas Extraction

840
220

870
280

30
60

3.6%
27.3%

212
213

Mining (except Oil and Gas)
Support Activities for Mining

540
80

490
100

-50
20

-9.3%
25.0%

22

Utilities

1,280

1,290

10

0.8%

23

Construction

8,150

8,760

610

7.5%

236
237

Construction of Buildings
Heavy and Civil Engineering Construction

2,090
1,090

2,100
1,230

10
140

0.5%
12.8%

238

Specialty Trade Contractors

4,970

5,430

460

9.3%

31

Manufacturing

33,640

33,900

260

0.8%

311
312

Food Manufacturing
Beverage and Tobacco Product Manufacturing

3,320
540

3,530
600

210
60

6.3%
11.1%

313
314

Textile Mills
Textile Product Mills

60
160

30
120

-30
-40

-50.0%
-25.0%

315
321

Apparel Manufacturing
Wood Product Manufacturing

10
1,090

10
1,190

0
100

0.0%
9.2%

322
323

Paper Manufacturing
Printing and Related Support Activities

500
1,240

480
1,010

-20
-230

-4.0%
-18.5%

324
325

Petroleum and Coal Products Manufacturing
Chemical Manufacturing

80
1,080

60
970

-20
-110

-25.0%
-10.2%

326
327

Plastics and Rubber Products Manufacturing
Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing

540
2,040

600
1,820

60
-220

11.1%
-10.8%

332
333

Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing
Machinery Manufacturing

2,800
4,100

2,840
3,850

40
-250

1.4%
-6.1%

8,450

8,830

380

4.5%

335

Computer and Electronic Product Manufacturing
Electrical Equipment, Appliance, and Component
Manufacturing

1,020

1,060

40

3.9%

336
337

Transportation Equipment Manufacturing
Furniture and Related Product Manufacturing

4,050
870

4,070
870

20
0

0.5%
0.0%

339

Miscellaneous Manufacturing

1,320

1,600

280

21.2%

334

31

42
423

Wholesale Trade
Merchant Wholesalers, Durable Goods

7,590
3,510

7,560
3,430

-30
-80

-0.4%
-2.3%

424
425

Merchant Wholesalers, Nondurable Goods
Wholesale Electronic Markets and Agents and Brokers

3,330
750

3,370
760

40
10

1.2%
1.3%

44
441

Retail Trade
Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers

30,470
3,710

31,060
4,010

590
300

1.9%
8.1%

810
630

830
560

20
-70

2.5%
-11.1%

2,820
7,230

2,910
7,330

90
100

3.2%
1.4%

442
443
444
445

Furniture and Home Furnishings Stores
Electronics and Appliance Stores
Building Material and Garden Equipment and Supplies
Dealers
Food and Beverage Stores

446
447

Health and Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations

1,800
2,280

1,800
2,330

0
50

0.0%
2.2%

448
451

Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, and Music Stores

1,740
1,410

1,660
1,340

-80
-70

-4.6%
-5.0%

452
453

General Merchandise Stores
Miscellaneous Store Retailers

5,910
1,390

6,260
1,240

350
-150

5.9%
-10.8%

454

Nonstore Retailers

740

790

50

6.8%

48

Transportation and Warehousing

5,290

5,680

390

7.4%

100
370

100
370

0
0

0.0%
0.0%

1,410
1,090

1,430
1,070

20
-20

1.4%
-1.8%

70
330

70
350

0
20

0.0%
6.1%

481
4821

Air Transportation
Rail Transportation

484
485

Truck Transportation
Transit and Ground Passenger Transportation

486
488

Pipeline Transportation
Support Activities for Transportation

492
493

Couriers and Messengers
Warehousing and Storage

730
1,090

780
1,390

50
300

6.8%
27.5%

51
511

Information
Publishing Industries (except Internet)

3,730
690

3,380
600

-350
-90

-9.4%
-13.0%

512
515

Motion Picture and Sound Recording Industries
Broadcasting (except Internet)

250
530

250
470

0
-60

0.0%
-11.3%

517
518

Telecommunications
Data Processing, Hosting and Related Services

1,600
390

1,380
380

-220
-10

-13.8%
-2.6%

519

Other Information Services

270

300

30

11.1%

1023

Financial Activities

9,730

9,600

-130

-1.3%

Credit Intermediation and Related Activities
Securities, Commodity Contracts, and Other Financial
Investment
Insurance Carriers and Related Activities

3,730

3,570

-160

-4.3%

550
2,840

600
2,710

50
-130

9.1%
-4.6%

Real Estate
Rental and Leasing Services
Lessors of Nonfinancial Intangible Assets (except
Copyright

1,790
820

1,860
860

70
40

3.9%
4.9%

522
523
524
531
532
533
1024

Professional and Business Services

22,710

24,830

2,120

9.3%

541

Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services

10,280

11,420

1,140

11.1%

32

551

Management of Companies and Enterprises

2,780

2,890

110

4.0%

561
562

Administrative and Support Services
Waste Management and Remediation Service

9,050
600

9,890
630

840
30

9.3%
5.0%

61

Educational Services

62,850

68,260

5,410

8.6%

62

Health Care and Social Assistance

41,570

48,730

7,160

17.2%

621
622

Ambulatory Health Care Services
Hospitals

9,650
13,750

12,380
14,050

2,730
300

28.3%
2.2%

623
624

Nursing and Residential Care Facilities
Social Assistance

9,760
8,410

11,830
10,470

2,070
2,060

21.2%
24.5%

3,000

3,610

610

20.3%

990

1,340

350

35.4%

430
1,580

510
1,760

80
180

18.6%
11.4%

71
711

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Performing Arts, Spectator Sports, and Related
Industries

712
713

Museums, Historical Sites, and Similar Institution
Amusement, Gambling, and Recreation Industries

72
721

Accommodation and Food Services
Accommodation, including Hotels and Motels

21,210
2,440

22,700
2,480

1,490
40

7.0%
1.6%

722

Food Services and Drinking Places

18,770

20,220

1,450

7.7%

81

Other Services (except Government)

13,850

14,380

530

3.8%

2,030
1,870

2,160
1,950

130
80

6.4%
4.3%

8,320

8,910

590

7.1%

1,630

1,360

-270

-16.6%

23,810

24,290

480

2.0%

1,440
1,210

1,480
1,050

40
-160

2.8%
-13.2%

4,950
16,210

5,180
16,580

230
370

4.6%
2.3%

811
812
813
814
9

Repair and Maintenance
Personal and Laundry Services
Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, and Similar
Org
Private Households
Government

9991
4911

Federal Government, Excluding Post Office
Postal Service

9992
9993

State Government, Excluding Education and Hospitals
Local Government, Excluding Education and Hospitals

Source:

New York State Department of Labor, Division of Research and Statistics

Notes:
Employment is rounded to the nearest ten.
Detail may not add to summary lines due to suppression of data because of confidentiality and/or quality.
Employment is based on nonagricultural wage and salary employment from the New York State Current Employment Statistics survey, which counts jobs,
except as noted below.
Self-employed workers; private household workers; and agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting data are from the Census Bureau’s American Community
Survey.

Educational Services and Hospitals include all ownerships. State and Local Government excludes educational services and hospitals.
For more information,see Technical Notes at https://labor.ny.gov/stats/lsindtech.shtm
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Appendix B. Demographic Profile
Overall Population Trends and Projections
The I-86 Innovation Corridor’s has seen a long-term decline in population. In addition, the population is aging faster
than the national rate, which will result in large retirements and job openings that must be filled by a younger
workforce in numbers greater than the region currently has available.
As shown in the left chart below, the Corridor has a much higher share of its population over the age of 50 than the
U.S. In fact, if the population is split between the 25-44 and 45-64 age ranges, the Corridor is “short” 6,800 people in
the first half of their career lifespan and has a surplus of 5,400 people in the second half (compared to the U.S.
distribution).
As part of the workforce analysis prepared by Avalanche Consulting in 2017-2018, it became evident that the aging
Boomer population in the Corridor, which is currently 50-69, will naturally result in a booming retiree population in
the region, as shown in the charts below.
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The future viability of the workforce is further compromised by the migration trends in the I-86 Innovation Corridor.

I-86 Corridor Migration Trends

Population Trends by County
Chemung County
According to the Cornell Program on Applied Demographics
(PAD), the Chemung County population is expected to continue
to decline during the next twenty years. Between 2015 and
2016 the population of Chemung County, NY declined from
88,267 to 87,742. The population is expected to drop to an
estimated 80,000 by 2035.

Cornell PAD’s projections reflect the many
components of change occurring simultaneously,
including the county’s population continuing to age,
the birthrate declining and net migration increasing.

Births

Deaths

Natural Increase Net Migration
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Schuyler County
Schuyler County’s population is expected to continue to
decline during the next twenty years. Between 2015
2016 the population of Schuyler County, NY declined
from 18,410 to 18,336. According to the Cornell
Program on Applied Demographics (PAD), the county’s
population is expected to drop to an estimated 17,600
2035.

and

by

Cornell PAD’s projections reflect the many
components of change occurring
simultaneously, with the rate of deaths
and increase in the population over the
age of 65 years outpacing the birthrate.
The factors combined with the increasing
rate of net migration is a major factor
impacting workforce.
Births

Deaths

Natural Increase Net Migration

Steuben County
The Cornell Program on Applied Demographics (PAD)
depicts the trend in population declines the expected
drops during the next twenty years. In 2015 the county’s
population was an estimated 97,500 and is expected to
drop to 90,000 by 2035.

Cornell PAD’s projections indicate
that although birth rates are
expected to remain somewhat flat
over the next twenth years, they will
continue to be outpaced by the
population’s death rate.
The net migration trend also is
expected to increase, but likely will
flaten out by 2035.
Births

Deaths

Natural Increase Net Migration
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Income Trends by County
Chemung County
The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis most recent report states that the per capita personal income (PCPI) was
$42,577 as of 2017, as compared to $53,658 in the US.
The Census ACS 1-year survey reports that the real median
household income for the Chemung County New York area
was $51,194 in 2017, the latest figures available. Chemung
County median household income is $13,700 lower than the
median New York household income and $9,142 less than
the U.S. median household income. Note that 2018 county
income data (including Chemung County median household
income) will be released in September of 2019.

Real Median Household Income for Chemung
County

2017

Chemung County Rank in NYS

US

$60,336 +2.51% +8.49%

New York

$64,894 +0.98% +6.34%

Chemung
County

$51,194 -2.25%

New York

US

Income per capita

$24,299

34th

$31,796

$27,915

Median income per household

$51,194

44th

$64,894

$60,336

16.5%

12th

14.5%

14.3%

Income below poverty line

1 Year 3 Year
Change Change

-1.67%

Schuyler County
The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis most recent report states that the per capita personal income (PCPI) was
$40,458 as of 2017, as compared to $53,658 in the US.
The U.S. Census ACS 1-year survey reports that Schuyler
County’s Real Median Household Income in 2017 was
$47,810, which represents a 1.23% annual growth.
Schuyler County median household income is $17,084
lower than the median New York household income and
$12,525 less than the U.S. median household income.
Note that 2018 county income data (including Schuyler
County median household income) will be released in
September of 2019.

Real Median Household Income for Schuyler County

2017

1 Year
3 Year Change
Change

US

$60,336 +2.51% +8.49%

New York

$64,894 +0.98% +6.34%

Schuyler County

$47,810 +1.23% +0.27%
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Income Demographics
Schuyler County Rank in NYS

New York State

US

Income per capita

$22,803

47th

$31,796

$27,915

Median Income per household

$47,810

37th

$64,894

$60,336

9.0%

57th

14.5%

14.3%

Income below poverty line

Steuben County
The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis most recent report states that the per capita personal income (PCPI) in
Steuben County was $43,528 as of 2017, as compared to $53,658 in the US.
The Census ACS 1-year survey reports that the median
household income for the Steuben County New York area was
$50,930 in 2017, the latest figures available. Steuben County
median household income is $13,964 lower than the median
New York State household income and $9,406 less than the
U.S. median household income. 2018 county income data
(including Steuben County median household income) will be
released in September of 2019.

Real Median Household Income for Steuben County

2017

1 Year
3 Year Change
Change

US

$60,336 +2.51% +8.49%

New York

$64,894 +0.98% +6.34%

Steuben County

$50,930 -1.42%

+4.80%

Income Demographics
Steuben County

Rank in NYS

New York State

US

Income per capita

$24,006

36th

$31,796

$27,915

Median Income per household

$50,930

50th

$64,894

$60,336

15.0%

20th

14.5%

14.3%

Income below poverty line
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